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Don't bother if you do not have sufficient time to head to the e-book store and hunt for the preferred e-book
to check out. Nowadays, the online book The Cake Book By Tish Boyle is involving offer convenience of
reading behavior. You might not have to go outdoors to search the e-book The Cake Book By Tish Boyle
Searching as well as downloading and install guide qualify The Cake Book By Tish Boyle in this write-up
will provide you better solution. Yeah, on-line publication The Cake Book By Tish Boyle is a kind of digital
e-book that you could get in the link download given.

From the Inside Flap
Cakes are the edible symbol of life's celebrations, and this comprehensive resource is a celebration of cakes
and the love and artistry that go into making them. Tish Boyle, the award-winning author and editor of
Chocolatier and Pastry Art & Design magazines, unlocks the secrets to baking great cakes, with nearly 200
irresistible recipes and practical guidance on ingredients, equipment, and techniques.

The Cake Book includes recipes rangingfrom pound cakes and coffee cakes tomeringue, mousse, and ice
cream cakes to fillings, frostings, and more. Throughout, color and black-and-white photographs and
drawings show you important techniques and spectacular end results. A difficulty rating with each recipe
helps you decide which to make, depending on how much time—or ambition—you have. You'll find recipes
for traditional favorites, like Deeply Dark Devil's Food Cake and Apple Cake with Maple Frosting, as well
as intriguing variations, such as Jasmine and Ginger Plum Upside-Down Cake, Hazelnut Vanilla
Cheesecake, and White Chocolate Strawberry Meringue Cake.

Complete with decorating tips and techniques, a troubleshooting table, and a comprehen?sive listing of
sources to help you find the best equipment and ingredients, this book is an essential reference you'll always
turn to, whether you're new to cake baking or are an accomplished pastry chef looking for fresh ideas,
inspiration, and recipes. From simple cakes for everyday get-togethers to layered creations befitting special
occasions, The Cake Book will help you bake the perfect cake every time.

From the Back Cover
"There's something magical about the process of makinga cake from scratch, a process that transforms a few
simple ingredients—butter, sugar, flour, and eggs—into culinary artistry."
—Tish Boyle

About the Author

TISH BOYLE is co-editor of Dessert Professional magazine and an experienced food writer, cookbook
author, pastry chef, and recipe developer. Her previous books include Chocolate Passion, Diner Desserts,
The Good Cookie, and The Cake Book.
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Outstanding The Cake Book By Tish Boyle publication is always being the most effective buddy for
spending little time in your office, evening time, bus, and everywhere. It will be a good way to merely look,
open, as well as review the book The Cake Book By Tish Boyle while in that time. As known, experience
and ability don't constantly included the much money to acquire them. Reading this book with the title The
Cake Book By Tish Boyle will certainly allow you understand a lot more things.

Yet here, we will certainly show you astonishing point to be able constantly review the e-book The Cake
Book By Tish Boyle wherever and whenever you occur and time. Guide The Cake Book By Tish Boyle by
simply can help you to realize having guide to review whenever. It won't obligate you to constantly bring the
thick book anywhere you go. You could simply keep them on the gizmo or on soft data in your computer
system to consistently read the space during that time.

Yeah, investing time to check out the publication The Cake Book By Tish Boyle by on-line could also
provide you favorable session. It will certainly relieve to talk in whatever problem. Through this could be
much more intriguing to do as well as less complicated to read. Now, to obtain this The Cake Book By Tish
Boyle, you could download in the link that we give. It will assist you to obtain very easy way to download
and install the e-book The Cake Book By Tish Boyle.
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Most helpful customer reviews

118 of 120 people found the following review helpful.
bound to be a classic
By K. J. A. Brown
I have bookshelves in my kitchen,overflowing with baking books that still have pristine pages, doomed to
live their lives as mere gastroporn. Amongst the hundreds(yes,hundreds!)of cook books, only a couple of
dozen make their way to the "active" shelf. In the three weeks since I purchased Tish Boyles' latest
offering,it has worked its way to finger-smudged, frosting-smeared glory.
There's a lot to like about this book; the clear explainations of ingredients, equipment and techniques in the
introductory chapters, a clean easy to read typeset and layout,and attractive,though limited in number,photos.
Also appreciated by an antipodean like myself, measurements are given in both imperial and metric. This
includes dry ingredients such as flour and sugar, which are often only listed by cup measurements in other
baking books. If you've ever checked the discrepancies between one scooped cup of flour and the next, by
weight,you'll appreciate the reason a careful baker chooses weighing.
But the real pleasure in this book are the recipes; there are real originals, such as the Jasmin Ginger and Plum
upside down cake,and Goat Cheese Cheesecake with Fig Topping. There are also great versions of classics.
The Deeply Dark Devil's Food cake is the most tender version I have ever made, with a truly luscious flavour
(just don't try to reel the name off your tongue too quickly!. The Banana cake with Caramel Expresso
Frosting defied the usual dense and gummy banana cake stereotype. Although time-consuming, and a need
for careful attention to the details with the frosting ,itis definitely worth the effort. The difficulty of each
recipe is indicated by a cake slice symbol at the start of each cakes description. Just a tip on the Banana
cake,the author gives a choice between pureed or well-mashed bananas in the ingredient list,it's worth
pureeing the bananas in processor or blender (I used a mini-Cuisinart) for the lightest cake. The Lemon Lust
cake lived up to its name,with a true citrus flavour.Unlike many other lemon cakes I've tried,the lemon was
not just evident in the frosting, but carried right through the cake crumb. The cake chapters are rounded out
by a chapter on Mousse and Icecream cakes, something of a rarity in baking books.Although I've yet to try
any of the recipes from this section (it's Winter here in New Zealand), I'm enticed by cakes with names like
Oranges and Cream cake.
So,having decided that this is a "Top Ten" book, up there with Rose Levy Beranbaum's Cake Bible, or any of
Maida Heatters magnificent works, why have I given four-stars,instead of five? Firstly,a glaring error in the
Fresh Ginger Spice cake. There's no raising agent,neither baking powder or soda, listed in either the
ingredients or the main text of this recipe. Despite my misgivings (I have previously cooked professionally,
and can pretty well tell whether a recipe will work from reading it)I have a lot of faith in Tish Boyle, based
on previous books by her that I have used, producing outstanding results, even when the methods have been
somewhat unusual. Sadly,this didn't happen here, and the result was a flabby puddle of goo. Ms. Boyle is
editor in chief of Chocolatier and Pastry Art and Design magazines, and should have picked this error up.
Secondly,I quibble with her Pavlova recipe. Pavlova is not merely a meringue by another name, but
distinguished by its soft marshmellow interior under a crisp exterior

Overall a 'must have' for the serious baker and anyone with a love of baking.

I've got to updated this review,as since I first wrote it, Ms.Boyle has uploaded a corrected version of her
Ginger Spice cake on her blog page(just google Tish Boyle.) I had to bake it as soon as I saw the new
version. The cake was lovely. Also, after owning the book since 2006, I would have baked something from it
at least once a week. The page that has the Deeply Dark Devils Food cake is nearly obscured by spatters of
batter. Fortunately I make it so often, I can now make it without opening the book. This book has proved its



worth in my kitchen.

76 of 79 people found the following review helpful.
Very Good Instruction and Great Recipes.
By B. Marold
`The Cake Book' by chocolate guru Tish Boyle evokes in me the exclamation ... `Holy butter crème, Batman,
yet another book on cakes! What with several recent and classic big books on cakes, including those from
great teachers such as `Perfect Cakes' by Nick Malgieri, those from dessert icons such as `Cakes' by Maida
Heatter and those from baking expert explainers such `The Cake Bible' from Rose Levy Beranbaum, one
wonders, does the world really need another book on cakes?

Well, I bought it, and I'm glad I did. Beranbaum does a somewhat better job of explaining the reasons why
cakes work or don't work, and Heatter covers more of the classic European types of cakes, and Malgieri
covers some pedagogical matters a bit better, but if you like baking cakes, then this book will not be
intimidated by sitting alongside these other volumes on your shelf.

One thing which did surprise me (and which actually increases the value of the book) is that Ms. Boyle
actually covers a lot more than cakes understood in a narrow sense as those confections generally done in
layers, with icing in the middle and leavened primarily with eggs. The first and most interesting `out of spec'
chapter covers cheesecakes, and I believe she has done us a major service by pointing out that cheesecakes,
and the cream cheese from which they are made, are one of our great American originals. Her second great
service is to give us a recipe for the classic New York cheesecake. I was quite surprised to find that these are
not baked in water baths and a little crack or two is considered quite acceptable. This is totally
understandable, as I'm sure Juniors in Brooklyn doesn't roll out their thousands of cakes a day by baking in
water baths.

The other major straying from topic is a chapter on Ice Cream cakes. With these detours, I'm really surprised
Ms. Boyle didn't do a chapter on cupcakes. There are only two references to cupcakes in the index, and one
of these is a cheesecake (and therefore not a real cake at all).

The book most similar to Ms. Boyle's effort is Nick Malgieri's `Perfect Cakes', so I compared the two to get
some impression of which was the better. My ultimate opinion is that you loose nothing by having both
books. Both volumes cover, for example, cheesecakes, and Malgieri is just a little better at giving you tips on
general cheesecake expertise. And, both include the Italian speciality, pizza dolce di ricotta, but with
markedly different recipes. Like Heatter, Malgieri leans towards European classics, especially Jewish and
Italian classics, while Ms. Boyle leans to American standards. Regarding these standards, her recipe for
`solid gold Carrot Cake' particularly took me. It does not include the pineapple from my favorite Malgieri
recipe, but it includes lots of other yummy things such as ginger, orange zest, and the cookie spices
(cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves). It is also illuminating to see her take on strawberry shortcake, since (unlike
everyone from James Beard to Martha Stewart) she uses a genoise spongecake instead of the traditional
sweet biscuit. To redeem herself from this sin, she gives us some of the very nicest recipes for the strawberry
filling, syrup, and whipped cream and frosting.

She includes a chapter on flourless cakes, and I'm disappointed that she did not include a recipe for my
favorite Hungarian nut cake, but than Maida Heatter has that covered.

I tried to find some piece of advice missing from Ms. Boyle's book, and the only thing I could come up with
is that she does not give any general advice on how to give a cake a crumb coat. I was very impressed by her
chapter on cake decorating. Malgieri gives a very similar tutorial, and does just a slightly better job in



illustrating some basic techniques, but Ms. Boyle gives us more piping techniques and examples.

By biggest impression came at the end of the book with Ms. Boyle's recipes for `Basic Recipes and
Accompaniments'. I typically make my lemon curd from a Chez Panisse recipe and I often have trouble
getting the stuff to stiffen up after cooking. Ms. Boyle gives me a new approach I certainly plan to use.

Overall, this book will certainly cut the mustard by itself, if you only want one book on cakes. Even better, it
does not have a lot of overlap with the other good books on cakes, so go ahead and indulge in a second cake
book.

37 of 41 people found the following review helpful.
becoming a favorite
By Shirleen
I have made the chocolate sour cream with peanut butter icing, lemon poppyseed with white chocolate icing,
triple ginger pound, cream cheese cherry pound, chocolate pound and peach crumb coffee and all have been
outstanding. The recipes are straightforward, ingredients can all be found in a regular supermarket (for the
most part, I had to mail order the morello cherries, with plans to make the cherry cheesecake cups, although
you could probably just use cherry pie filling), baking times are right on, I feel I could put one of these cakes
in the oven, set a timer, and it will be perfect. Lots of mix & match possiblities with the frostings/fillings,
and I like that there are some ice cream cake recipes. A great addition to any collection, and I have at least 5
other "cake" cookbooks.

See all 68 customer reviews...
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